Political Science Students View Government Functions

By FARRELL SYLVESTER

Mr. Pell... Mr. Pell..." droned the clerk of the United States Senate as he wearily called the roll for the final vote on the Kennedy Administration's Mass Transit Bill. The Senate Chamber was filled with excitement as senators came in to vote. When the roll was called, 52 to 41 and President Kennedy's first legislative victory of the 88th Congress had become history.

Witness to the Transit Bill's successful passage were three Providence College juniors majoring in political science. For the week of April 1, they had exchanged their usual class work for internships for the locale of Washington's Capitol. Edward Feldstein and Farrell Sylvester spent the week working as interns for Senator Claiborne Pell, while Bernard Casey participated in Congress-man Bernard St. Germain's internship.

"We are here in Washington because we are unsure of our pet that fact, we won't be here for long. With these words, Raymond Nelson, Senator Pell's Administrative Assistant, described the basic philosophy that guides Senator Pell and his administrative staff. "We are here in Washington to serve the people."

Rhode Island Honors PC Basketball Team With Friars Day

Tomorrow morning at 9:30 Governor John H. Chafee will announce the beginning of a state of Rhode Island at the Biltmore. The team, led by Leonard F. Williams, director of athletics and alumni, will receive their 1963 victory in Providence College basketball team in his office officially declare the Friars Day in Rhode Island.

The team will be guests at a luncheon sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce and several clubs from the state of Rhode Island at the Biltmore hotel. All students in the team will be present with special pen and pencil sets.

Edward Feldstein Senator Claiborne Pell Farrell Sylvester Providence College

Providence College Has Growing Pains

The number of applications to Providence College is slightly ahead of last year's pace at the present time but next year the problems of admission will increase considerably. In these words, the Rev. Royal Gard- nes, O.P., director of Admissions at Providence College summed up the situation confronting the admissions staff.

The applied high school students constitute what Fr. Gand- nes called "the last of the plate- au years", out of a total of about 5000 applications now received plus those which will later arrive, a freshman class of 600 students will be accepted.

"Due to the growth of out of state interests in the college, the proportion of resi- dent applicants to commuting applicants is increasing in the last five years," added Fr. Gardner. There has been a large number of applications from new high schools out of state, particularly upper state, New York and many south to the Mason-Dixon line.

The new program will be de-scribed in the next Providence College Catalogue as follows:

"The Humanities Concentra- tion is designed for students who are seeking a program of general educational development in the liberal arts and social studies. It is not directed toward preparation for some professional school, but it does provide for the development of special academic interests which the student may have. In addition, it provides a foundation for advanced studies in such fields as political science, history, and the history of ideas, as well as to the creation of new depart- ments among the humanities."

The program has been drawn up by a faculty committee in consultation with Dr. J. Thompson, director of the liberal arts honors program. About 200 applications were accepted by the Committee on Admissions, are expected to begin each fall after the program gets under way.

The Rev. John F. Cunningham, O.P., a member of the faculty, said that "an extensive, intensive program of research at local high schools was diligently worked out by the Rev. Edward B. Halton, and directed by himself." He added that the Friars have been "very much impressed by the new program which makes a major step for the humanities."
Insurers Contract Awarded; Parliamentary Bill Killed

On Monday evening the Student Congress held its regular bi-weekly meeting in Donnelly Hall. The total membership of the new Congress attended the meeting during which the principal items under discussion were the insurance contract for next year and a motion to appoint a member of the Congress to the office of parliamentarian, which was abolished by the executive committee of the Congress at the last meeting.

Representatives from the insurance company attended the meeting in order to present to the Congress the program which will be in effect for the next two years. The only changes from last year's contract was an amendment, presented by Gerry Musarri, vice-president of the Congress, which cleared up many administrative difficulties in the program. The contract will last for two years, but the Congres preserves the right to break the contract if service is unsatisfactory.

In a motion brought up by George Parent, junior representative, the office of parliamentarian, which has been vacant for the last two meetings, was asked to be created and a member of the Congress appointed to the position. The measure, which brought much discussion to the floor, was finally defeated by a 10 to 9 vote.

During the meeting, it was announced by representative Bob Walsh that upon the request of the Student Congress and the approval of administration, the library will be open on Saturday afternoon until four-thirty.

Joseph Krzys Chosen New Yearbook Editor

William A. Torello, editor of the Veritas, the Providence College yearbook, has announced that Joseph T. Krzys '64 has been chosen as editor of the 1964 Veritas. Krzys has served as an associate editor of the yearbook for the past year. A mathematics major, the new editor of the Veritas, is from Thompsonville, Conn., and attended Enfield High School. Krzys, a Dean's List student, is a member of the Friars Club and the Western Massachusetts Club. Since September, 1963, he has been in charge of public relations for the Intramural Athletic Council.

Humanities...

(Continued from Page 1) pointed director of the new program. Father Cunningham, who graduated from Providence College in 1947, did graduate work at the College of the Immaculate Conception, Washington, D. C., received a doctor of philosophy degree from the Col- legio Angelicum, Rome, and returned to the College to teach in 1958.

Interns...

(Continued from Page 1) responsibilities both to his constituents and to the nation as a whole.

There's an old American saying, "If something goes wrong, write your senator." Write your senator. Write constituents and to the nation as a whole.
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By STEPHEN SERZAN

"The good students at Providence College who get involved with the Honors Program are those who want to give to anti-Communist forces operating against the Cuban government. But it is not as detailed as is the text here at Providence College."

Dr. Delasanta feels that the English curriculum at Providence College is excellent and that "theoretically it is as good as it can be."

"The English Department is in a state of constant improvement. There is a need for initiating a herculean effort toward establishing a well-equipped library - one which would contain vital research tests as well as back issues of the learned journals. The library should reflect the interests of students, of course, and not as a cultural artifact."

"We must end the harassment, which the government has car- ried on, of liberty-loving and anti-Castro forces in Cuba and in other lands. While we cannot violate the international laws, we must recognize that these exiles and rebels represent the real voice of Cuba, and should not be constantly handicapped by our Immigration and Justice Department authorities."

"The preceding statement was made by Democratic presidential nominee John F. Kennedy in J ohntown, Pennsylvania, Oct. 15, 1960. Sounds pretty sensible doesn't it. Yet... to day the same John F. Kennedy, now President, is doing every thing within his power to pre- vent action by Castro's enemies."

"The United States' military forces and the U.S. Immigration Service have been ordered to block the once unofficially encouraged exit of exiles to Santiago Cuba by Cuban exiles, whether based in the U.S. or any other part of the Caribbean. The United States is under such a category?"

"The preceding statement was made by Democratic presidential nominee John F. Kennedy in J ohntown, Pennsylvania, Oct. 15, 1960. Sounds pretty sensible doesn't it. Yet... to day the same John F. Kennedy, now President, is doing every thing within his power to pre- vant action by Castro's enemies."
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"The United States' military forces and the U.S. Immigration Service have been ordered to block the once unofficially encouraged exit of exiles to Santiago Cuba by Cuban exiles, whether based in the U.S. or any other part of the Caribbean."

"The preceding statement was made by Democratic presidential nominee John F. Kennedy in J ohntown, Pennsylvania, Oct. 15, 1960. Sounds pretty sensible doesn't it. Yet... to day the same John F. Kennedy, now President, is doing every thing within his power to pre- vant action by Castro's enemies."

The Neutrality Act has been generally observed by the U.S., except for the legal grounds for cracking down on the Cuban exiles. This act, which was never really effective, groups with using armed forces against Cuba, Cuba is not a "normal and friendly nation."
Rescue . . .

Dean of the College, Father Lennon, has recently made an announcement which will assuredly be of the utmost interest to, and in some degree, of the implied Class of 1963 that is not aware, elected by that person to represent and actual powers delegated to the Grist Mill would be much less expensive than one held at less expensive than one held at one building to another. In order to meet the costs of a hall in formal wear is, at least, annoying. The ballroom and the dining-roon are separated by this uncovered distance at the Grist Mill.

Acting entirely within their delegated powers, the class officers interpreted this major- ity as a referendum, not in denunciation of the King Philip, which was obviously not intended, but as a collection with a for a lower-priced bid for Senior Weekend.

The class officers, through agreement with the King Philip, have been able to reduce the cost of their individual bids to $14.00, a price which is practically identical with that of the Grist Mill proposal, which, incidentally, did not include the costs of the boat-ride or of the Thursday afternoon party for the service.

As further evidence of their awareness of the trust implicit in their positions, the class officers list the following as factors taken into consideration in their decision. A. The class will be fed on one floor as a unit, thus enabling speakers to address the entire gathering.

Not With A Bang, But A Whimper

But the resignation of the Rabbi to the futility of man's execution is countered by the Rabbi, "Zitterman: "And now I know . . . that the rest of it is as bad a shape as we've always been, and all we have to do, all any of us has to do, is just get back to the truth of the Ten Commandments, to live the way God wants us to live. It's such a simple thing."

The novel ends as it can only end—indiscriminately, all of the tensions unresolved. The old man is suffering his agony of choice, still haunted by the specters of guilt, though aware of the possibilities of atonement after his death. He has dedicated, has made little headway in his campaign to change the world. At the conclusion of the novel, one finds hope but little fulfillment: "Between the idea (and the reality) . . . Falls the Shadow."

The message is undeniably an attractive one, but the novel owes its success to the delicacy of its execution as well as to the wisdom of its message. Especially admirable is the emotionality of the portrayal of the old man, whose devotion to his father is not detached, whose deep inner torments are not superficially pleasant. In fact, the novel's achievement could be described as a colossal balancing act: a tension between the idea and the consciousness, the novel, by a grasp of concrete details and a sense of the humanistic, novel, makes the illusion of concreteness, the sense of real people in real places, without which a novel cannot be realistic. By an adroit and dramatic shifting of point of view, the novel, despite its nature, succeeds. This novel is serious but not grim, compassionate but not superficially pleasant.
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In fact, the novel's achievement could be described as a colossal balancing act: a tension between the idea and the consciousness, the novel, by a grasp of concrete details and a sense of the humanistic, novel, makes the illusion of concreteness, the sense of real people in real places, without which a novel cannot be realistic. By an adroit and dramatic shifting of point of view, the novel, despite its nature, succeeds. This novel is serious but not grim, compassionate but not superficially pleasant.
Federal Aid to Arts, Humanities Presents Complex Problems

By PETER J. CONN
Executive Editor

The history of federal aid to the arts and humanities has become one of the most prominent issues in United States' higher education today. The difficulties and controversies surrounding this topic are considerable.

Obviously, the first question to be answered is whether such aid is justified. The answer, according to Professor Frank C. Keeney, president of Brown University, is, "The whole shape of our lives in the future, and our whole attitude toward the world will be strongly formed by our achievements and by the lack of them, in the arts and humanities.' This comment was made in a Dr. Keeney's remarks to the report of Congressman John E. Fogarty's bill to establish a new National Institute for the Arts and Humanities within the Office of Education. Congressman Fogarty's bill is the first of several that have appeared in both house and Senate in recent years; Congressman Frank Thomas, chairman of the House Appropriations Committee, has introduced a similar measure, as has Senator Jacob Javits of New York.

Committee hearings on Congressman Fogarty's bill have been taking place in Providence in November of 1962. There will be an additional session of the committee at a time because of the impending international crisis and have not yet been rescheduled. This might be well to summarize that bill has received a set of favorable reports which are typical example of the type of legislation with which the Congress is currently concerned.

There are six major points:

1. National studies would be set up to act as a clearinghouse for schools in the United States, to formulate, supervise, control and report on the arts and humanities progress in America.

2. A research and demonstration project would be set up to act as a clearinghouse for schools in the United States, to formulate, supervise, control and report on the arts and humanities progress in America.

3. A research and demonstration project would be set up to act as a clearinghouse for schools in the United States, to formulate, supervise, control and report on the arts and humanities progress in America.

4. A fellowship and training program would be set up to "stimulate new approaches and new values for the arts and humanities throughout our society."

5. A fellowship and training program would be set up to "stimulate new approaches and new values for the arts and humanities throughout our society."

6. Cooperation with state and local agencies in developing leadership programs for schools, colleges and cultural institutions would be encouraged.

In a speech made in July of 1962, before the American Association of Colleges, Congressman Fogarty maintained that "progress in the arts and humanities is not the intellectual growth; it is nevertheless, essential to American society. Public attention is required, because the various performing arts has tripled in the last ten years. Millions of people are faced with a deficit and must therefore be given financial assistance. Furthermore, there is a lack of public knowledge and appreciation of the performing and creative, because the material advantages derived from these fields are few. There also a nationwide library program necessary, because 100 of the more important United States legislatures have "adequate" libraries.

Sterling M. McMillin, who retired as United States Commissioner of Education last year, has been greatly impressed by Mr. Fogarty's proposal. Dr. McMillin went on to say that the need for emphasis on scientific training has been widely recognized, but it is too early to attach that emphasis to other areas of academic endeavors.

However, agreement on the necessity of federal aid to the arts and humanities is most universal; this is demonstrated by the fact that some of these above mentioned bills has a fair chance of passage in the present session of Congress. These are two general objections to the proposal in question: that such aid would cause an indeterminate degree of government interference not only in humanities education but in the performing and creative arts as well.

The second objection was expressed by the "Providence Evening Bulletin" in an editorial on July 20, 1962, in which it was stated that the opposition was that "It is time to give added emphasis on scientific training, but the government" (p. 44). Since scientific advances are interrelated to the nation's defense and security, federal support of arts and humanities projects and development programs, although initially opposed by many groups and individuals, has come to be regarded as legitimate means of strengthening this country's defense and security. Thus, for example, the underprivileged prerequisites for receiving aid has been the geographic proximity of a university to federally owned research centers or defense installations.

The crux of the problem, as discussed above, remains to show that the arts and humanities also make an important contribution to that security. An effort to strengthen that heritage. In this situation, and one which directly confronts the corollary problem of strengthening the arts to the sciences, can be found in the Seaborg report of 1960 made by the President's Science Advisory Committee. This report states that: "Even in the interests of science itself, it is necessary to give full value and support to the other great branches of man's artistic, literatry, and scholarly activities. The advancement of science must not be accomplished by the impoverishment of anything else and the life and the mind of our society. This is clearly limited by the particular concerns which belong to this Committee and this report." The committee report which made this report is (Continued on Page 6)

Memo from the Editor:
"Religion... is the opium of the people," Karl Marx would not unpropitiously be labelled a prophet of our "modern" twentieth century when he produced this statement. Day after day, we discover that we are "dope addicts" addicted to that deleterious drug called religion. Who informs us of this harmful habit? At times it is the fellow student, at times the FOAU or the ADA, at times even the Supreme Court. In fact, some of our citizens seem to find it difficult to distinguish between the Supreme Court and the Supreme Being!

Each morning, Americans wake only to open their local newspapers to articles describing another head-on debate between the two opposing forces, whether it be in the realms of education, politics, or subject ads infintum. Some would have all interested parties (whether they be Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, or others) sit down and work out a sensible solution. Yet, it must be pointed out that the New York Regents Frayer was composed and authorized by a board composed of just such a cross-section, and it was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court last June.

It is difficult for me toathom the deep and profound understanding with which the "new generation" of dissenters attack that which has been the keystone of the American system and way of life for so long. Possibly it is a mistaken sense of duty toward their so-called beliefs. Could it be grounded in a pure and simple misunderstanding of our Constitution's First Amendment? I doubt if these are the true reasons. As one can easily see, it is not easy to determine the motivations of the dissenters. However, it is not difficult to see the near abyss between the two sides is found in this failure to comprehend the motivation of these dissenters.

In a consideration of these motivations, one might easily assert that some minority groups are making a conscious effort to strengthen that heritage. In his recent encyclical, the Holy Father asserted the concept that each man has the "right to honor God according to the dictates of an upright conscience." However, he also asserted that there is a conscientious "right to worship God privately and publicly."

As a warning of what is now seeping into our way of life, as a guide to be followed by "true" Americans, we might well take to heart the words of Thomas Jefferson—"Indeed, I tremble for my country when I reflect that God is just." Frank Devlin

Raids By Cuban Exiles

(Continued from Page 2) would appear then that the Neutrality Act of Cuba, however, just to avoid any further interventions unless they be against the island nation, Congressman Donald Bruce of Indiana, who introduced the resolution which would declare that Cuba's Cuba is not a friendly nation.

Despite official U.S. opposition, the Cuban exile who continued their courageous operations. There are thousands of tiny unhabituated islands in the Caribbean which can serve as bases for military reasons, and it would be virtually impossible for the U.S. to provide an invasion force. It is believed that General de Gaulle would not be adverse to looking the other way if the French were asked to cease their operations. Cuban leadership programs for schools, colleges in the United States, to formulate, supervise, control and report on the arts and humanities progress in America.

It is hoped that President Kennedy will revert to his stand of 1960 and allow the "real voice of Cuba" to act freely. Tyranny is never destroyed by suppressing its enemies.
Federal Aid... (Continued from Page 5) composed of fourteen distinguished scientists.

It is rather generally admitted that federal aid to the sciences has "impoverished" the arts and humanities, both directly, due to the absence of federal aid, and indirectly, from the fact that many universities have had to appropriate funds which might otherwise have gone into humanities programs in order to meet the costs incurred by the acceptance of federal grants for scientific research.

Public sentiment is building in favor of federal aid to the arts and humanities, whether that sentiment will have material results is a question the Congress will ultimately resolve.

SUBMARINE HAVEN Tasty Submarine Sandwiches 1003 Smith Street "Quality Makes Us Different" MA 1-3826 Opp. La Salle Academy

LA SALLE CUSTOM TAILOR ADOLPH DEL ROSSI 410 Central Ave. E. I. Providence, R. I.

CONNECTICUT STUDENTS Our summer credits for makeup and anticipatory are accepted. Broadway Tutoring School New Haven, Conn.

Scholar dollars travel farther with SHERATON HOTELS STUDENT-FACULTY DISCOUNTS

Save on the going prices of going places at Sheraton Hotels. Special save-money rates on singles and greater savings per person when you share a room with one, two or three friends. Generous group rates arranged for athletic teams, clubs and cuter groups. If so desired, reservations or further information, get in touch with:

CHUCK MULLANEY '64 20 Denver Ave. Edgewood, R. I.

Chuck Mullaney Sheraton Hotel Student Representative, will take hotel reservations for Student Congress weekend next Monday and Tuesday, November 12 and 13, during the supper hour at Raymond Hall.

Did you win in Lap 4?

IMPORTANT! If you hold any of the 20 winning numbers, claim your Pontiac Tempest LeMans Convertible in accordance with the rules on the reverse of your license plate. Girls! You may choose instead a thrilling expense-paid 2-week Holiday in Europe—for two! Plus $500 in cash!

All claims for Tempests and Consolation Prizes must be sent via registered mail, postmarked by April 27, 1963 and received by the judges no later than April 29, 1963.

If you hold a Consolation Prize number, you win a 4-speed Portable Hi-Fi Stereo Set, "The Waltz" by RCA Victor. Or, you may still win a Tempest! (See official claiming rules on reverse of your license plate, and observe claiming dates given above.)

L&M GRAND PRIX 50

Get with the winners... far ahead in smoking satisfaction!

SEE THE PONTIAC TEMPEST AT YOUR NEARBY PONTIAC DEALERS!
Frosh Baseball

(Continued from Page 8)

performance of several candidates. Filling the catcher's position will probably be Lou Ritz, who played high school ball at Mt. Pleasant. Henry Plona, from Simsbury, Conn., has a good chance to land 1st base. Cuddy is also high on praises for probable shortstop Leo McNamara, an excellent prospect from Weaver High in Hartford, and two power hitters, 2nd baseman Tom Podgorski and left fielder Fred Sullivan, who hit 445 and 425 respectively in their senior year. Another excellent prospect is La Salle grad John O'Rourke, recently discharged from the service. Three hurlers, from Walsh from St. Joseph's in North Adams, Mass., Joe Tremain, from Central Catholic in Lawrence, Mass., and Rev. Conlon, a star chucker from Archbishop William's in Braintree, Mass., will probably see much action from the mound. The coach was quick to add that starting assignments are still tentative and all positions are open.

After Monday's game, the Frosh will travel to Holy Cross May 2 and URI on May 4 before returning home to meet the Brown Freshmen May 6 and Dean Jr. College May 8.

Cuddy feels that this year's team is stronger than others he has fielded in the past, and that once they can learn to play as a unit, they should be a fairly strong club.

Juniors

Senior pictures will be taken from Monday, May 6, to Friday, May 10, in Donnelly Hall. All JUNIORS can sign up for these pictures under the Student Congress bulletin board in Harkins Hall. Dorm residents are requested to sign up for the afternoon and day-hops for the morning. There will be a sitting fee of $2.

The Old Timer

"The trouble with the game of golf is that by the time you can afford to lose a ball, you can't hit it that far."

Austin Snack Shoppe

GOOD COFFEE
TASTY SANDWICHES
FRESH PASTRIES
AND SWEETS
661 Smith St., Prov., R. I.
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By Bill Joyce

College baseball, a zany, entertaining, but unappreciated sport, has made its return to Smith Hill. Friar coach Alex Nahigian is cautiously optimistic concerning this year's club although he is well aware of the many leaks in the dike.

The main reason for Nahigian's optimism is the overall hitting strength of his ball club and the right-handed slants of senior Bill Canning. Catcher Ray Choiniere, outfielder Frank Canning, and first baseman Wally Tafe are expected to supply most of the hitting punch while Canning will anchor a somewhat shaky pitching staff.

A New Infield

Although last year's infield was totally decimated by graduation, Nahigian is pleased with the way in which his infield is shaping up. Tafe has been consistent at first, while Lou DeGeorge, a junior, has been impressive at second base. Lou Lamoriello has been switched to third from the outfield and has been doing a fine job while the important position of shortstop is up for grabs between Bill Stein, Dan Sheehan, and Don Reuter.

Frank Masso, an outstanding defensive performer, will patrol center field for the Friars while Frank Canning and his big bat (.314) will hold down the right field position. Soph Jack Connolly will play left. Nahigian has Franny Archambault for defensive purposes and Al Bodington, a left-handed power hitter.

Choiniere, who bunted the ball at the 415 clip last season for the Black and White, will be backed up by Frank Canning behind the plate.

Sore-armed Hurlers

Bill Canning, who was 3-3 last season with a 2.88 E.R.A., leads a pitching staff which has been thinned by a series of bothersome, but not serious sore arms. Ron Coyer, Ray Caddigan (who made the switch from the outfield and has impressed Coach Nahigian), Jon Choiniere, Noel Kinski, and Frank Trull are also expected to carry their share of the load—if some of these arm miseries can be cleared up.

It should be an interesting season for the Friar nine. Coach Nahigian is pleased with the attitude of his club and feels that his club will surprise if some of the weaknesses can be corrected.

Favorable Schedule

One thing is certain — the schedule definitely appears to be in the Friar's favor. Twelve of the eighteen scheduled games will be played at home (if they are played at all — what with the weather and all). If Coach Nahigian can find a left-handed slugger to take advantage of the friendly right field fence and a southpaw to stop the other guy's perspective power hitter, the Black and White nine could be in business . . .
Shanahan First Collegian Finisher
Three Friar Harriers Compete In Grueling Boston Marathon

Three of PC's top long distance runners competed in the 26.2 mile Boston Marathon held last week. The internationally known event draws participants from all parts of the world. PC harriers Don Shanahan, Tom Durie, and George Knaettel were among the 247 runners who entered the event. All three were among the 150 who completed the race. Shanahan and Durie recording times of under three hours.

Shanahan placed 33rd, recording the time of 2:45:43 and Durie was close behind him in the 37th position with a time of 2:46:55. Knaettel coped the 90th position crossing the wire at 3:16:41.

Track Coach Ray Hanlon was pleased with the outcome of the race and noted that this was the first time any PC undergraduate had entered an event of this type. Referring to the times of Shanahan and Durie, Mr. Hanlin said, "Ten or twelve years ago these would have been winning times." Out of the five or six colleges who entered runners in the Marathon, PC's harriers finished first.

In the Queen's Island Relays held last weekend the PC entry in the two-mile relay placed fourth behind Seton Hall University, Fordham University, and Manhattan College. At the same meet the Frosh Distance Medley finished fourth in the event which was won by Syracuse.

In the near future the track team will compete in the Peins Relays, the New England Championships and the Seventh Annual Five Mile Road Race held in Westerly, N. Y. and the ICA's.

Frank Canning takes his swings in batting practice during practice in preparation for his starting assignment against AIC today.

We were unable to get in any practice because of the Easter recess, and this is a triangular situation. Our main weakness is balance. If we can correct the problem, I look for a fairly good season."

The New England Tournament at Dartmouth on May 17, 18, and 19 will be the biggest meet on player eligibility for the PC team. In preparation for this event the team will meet Brown on May 4, and the University of Rhode Island on May 7.

Golfers Ready For Championship; Outlook Bright

The Friar varsity golf team is tuning up for the start of the '63 season with hopes of bettering last year's record. Captain of the team this year is a catcher from the frosh distance Medley, according to Coach Joe Pricio, are well-balanced and in good enough physique condition to take on this year's very demanding schedule.

Besides Lyons the other members of the starting unit are seniors Bob Palazzo and Larry Kish; sophomores Pat DiPadua, Dick Plociak, Bruce Gilmore, and Dave Carroll. The all-star reserve squad consists of Roland Allard, Gerry DiPapa and Gary Kish. Spotting Paul, who feels that either Lyons, DiPapa or Palazzo could wind up as the top shooter by the end of the campaign. Lyons' performance depends on whether he runs into trouble with his back.

The probable batting order for today's game will have Bill Canning leading off and playing third base. Lou, a .300 hitter last year, is a versatile player who turns in a steady performance wherever Coach Alex Cahalane decided within the next few days.

Friar Nine To Face AIC In First Game Of Season
Bill Canning Set To Start In Home Contest Today

Once again it's play ball on Smith Hill as the Friar baseball team opens another home season. The hometowners open the season against the New England International College. With a schedule guaranteed to test their skills, the frosh nine hopes to improve on last year's record of 7 wins and 8 losses, despite the fact that the Friar nine is starting with an entirely different infield than that of last year's squad. The starting infield now includes Wally Tafe at first, Lou De George at second, Bill Stein at short, and Lou Lamorello at third.

The probable batting order for today's game will have Lou Lamorello leading off and playing third base. Lou, a .300 hitter last year, is a versatile player who turns in a steady performance wherever Coach Alex Cahalane decides within the next few days.

Bill Canning, a converted catcher, will bat in the fifth position and play right field. Frank, a holderover from last year's team, is a steady performer both at the plate and in the outfield.

Batting eighth and holding down the shortstop position is Bill Stein, a member of last year's squad and hit .241 last year and is expected to continue in some run-producing hits.

The starting pitcher for today's clash will be either Rod Boyle or perhaps one of the promising sophomores on the team.

After today's game, the Friars have a day off tomorrow, and then play in the afternoon with Holy Cross on Friday and Boston College on Saturday. Against the Eagles the Friars and Coach Nahigian plans to go with his ace hurler, Bill Canning, who last year had a miserly 2.59 earned run average.

The opening day of spring, is ready for the season and with a few breaks and a lot of student support could have a better season than most people expect.